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Abstract approved

Past research has implied that differences in blender perfor-

mance between commercial and laboratory particleboard blenders

may not be attributed to resin distribution between screen fractions,

as is commonly believed in the industry today, but to which particles

within a screen fraction have resin and which do note

To test this, the effect of varying resin distributions within

screen fractions was studied and related to internal bond, modulus of

rupture, modulus of elasticity, and linear expansion. A commercial

particleboard furnish was screened into four different fractions, and

boards were made in the laboratory in such a manner that each board

had a different percentage of unblended particles of different screen

fraction size.

Test results showed that as the ratio of unblended particles in

a board increased from 0 to 50 percent, strength properties decreased,



probably due to an increasing lack of bonding sites between particles

coming into contact with each other as the ratio increased. A signifi-

cant finding in this study was that when the entire fines fraction (-20-

mesh Tyler) was unblended, strength properties were lower than when

the entire coarse fraction was unblended (+20-mesh Tyler). The rea-

son the unblended fines had such a great influence on reducing strength

properties was attributed to the extremely large relative surface area

(87.8 percent of the total surface area in the board) that the fines

have. When such a high percentage of surface area in a board goes

unblended, strength properties tend to decrease.

When the average internal bond was plotted at each ratio of

unblended particles, it was determined present commercial standards

(CS 236-66 Type 1B1) for internal bond of a 43 pounds per cubic foot

board could be met with the laboratory blender by not blending 50 per-

cent of the furnish in a board. If a commercial blender could obtain

the efficiency of the laboratory blender, a greater percentage of par-

ticles could be blended resulting in greater internal bond properties.

Substantial resin savings could then be realized by reducing the total

resin content of the furnish to the point where standards could still be

met.

Obtaining optimum relative spread rates of resin to relative

surface area in each fraction is throught to be the best solution for

increasing resin efficiency in commercial particleboard blenders.



The particleboard industry may be able to make resin savings by

utilizing blenders in parallel to accomplish obtaining optimum relative

spread rates.
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RESIN EFFICIENCY: THE EFFECT OF VARYING RESIN
DISTRIBUTIONS UPON RESIN PERFORMANCE

IN PARTICLEBOARD

I. INTRODUCTION

The production of wood particleboard is slightly more than three

decades old, with the first industrial installation using synthetic resins

occurring in the early 1940's in Bremen, Germany (Moslemi, 1974).

Since its inception, particleboard development has been stimulated by

an increasing awareness of the advantages this product has in profit-

ably utilizing wood residues that otherwise may be wasted. The

standard procedure of disposing of wood residues by burning became

intolerable due to the outright wasting of this valuable natural resource,

and also to a developing awareness of environmental quality. The

particleboard industry began expanding when it became evident that

large profits could be made in producing a product (with a growing

market) made from these wood residues such as sawdust, plywood

trimmings, scraps, planer shavings and logging residues. The use of

these residues (generated by sawmills, stud mills, and plywood plants)

in particleboard manufacture has considerably increased the yield of

wood fiber obtained from harvested trees.

The basic steps in the manufacture of particleboard start with a

reduction of the wood raw material to desired particle sizes and

shapes by hogging, grinding, hammermilling, flaking, and screening.

These particles are then dried to a predetermined moisture content,
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blended with a urea-formaldehyde or a phenol-formaldehyde synthetic

resin, formed into a mat, and hot pressed where the blended furnish

is consolidated under controlled heat and pressure to a given density

for a time period sufficient to cure the resin. Of all the steps in this

process, the blending of the synthetic resin with the wood particles is

one of the most important factors influencing not only the quality of

the product, but also the cost of the product. The urea-formaldehyde

adhesive (with which 95 percent of all particleboard is blended) used

in the bonding of particleboard can represent one-fourth to one-third of

the total product cost. Increasing inflation and the resin shortages due

to the energy crisis in 1973-1974 caused the price to double in the

last three years. Therefore, it becomes necessary to develop methods

to reduce the use of resin in particleboard manufacture, or at least

to maximize board properties at a given level of resin application.

Since resin is usually added, at the rate of 5 to 8 percent of the

oven-dry weight of the wood, a small change in resin usage of 0.5 per-

cent can represent a savings of 6 to 10 percent per year. When con-

sidering the fact that a 40() ton per day mill may have a resin bill of

$1.7 to $2.8 million per year, potential savings in cost of resin repre-

sents the substantial sum of $170,000 per year.



Study Objectives

This study was developed to determine the effects of varying

ratios of unblended particles within screen fractions of particleboard

furnish upon the physical properties of particleboard.

Also, this study should help to determine which screen fraction

(if any) is most predominant in the bonding process of particleboard,

and note how linear expansion is affected by varying ratios of un-

blended particles.

3



II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Resin Distribution by Commercial Blenders

With such a low volume of adhesive being applied to a large

volume of particles, problems occur in adequately distributing this

small amount of adhesive on such a large particle surface area. The

commercial blenders available to the particleboard industry - e.

Keystone, Grenco, Littleford--possess some sort of a mechanical

design that makes complete resin distribution nearly impossible.

What this design is however, has not as yet been characterized.

Most commercial blenders have a particle dwell time of only

3 to 5 seconds, which is a very short time period for a particle to

have resin deposited on it. However, this dwell time must be limited

order to keep a constant supply of blended furnish available for the

manufacturing speeds in m.odern day mills. The high capacity of

18,000 to 36,000 pounds of furnish per hour flowing through these

commercial blenders cause some particles to be missed by the resin

and others to receive a disproportionate share of resin.

Carroll and McVey (1962) simulated the situation where a sig-

nificant proportion of the wood particles passing through a blender

received little or no resin at all, while the remaining proportion

received an excess amount. After both portions were thoroughly

mixed, the mat was formed and pressed, and the boards were tested
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for modulus of rupture and internal bond. The effects of nonuniform

resin distribution on these physical properties are shown in Table 1.

The results showed that w.b.en increasing amounts of unblended par-

ticles were added to the mixture and pressed, the physical properties

of the boards steadily decreased due to the probable absence of bonding

when two unblended particles come into contact with each other during

pressing.

The authors took out varying percentages (0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50)

of particles from being blended, so that the remaining particles

received the excess of resin. Their desired resin application was 6

percent. Thus at the 50 percent level of adulteration, one-half of the

batch had resin applied at a level of 12 percent resin solids. The

addition of an equal amount of raw particles brought the average resin

Level back to a net value of 6 percent.

For each board, a 30 minute blending time was used to give

extremely fine atomization of the resin in hopes complete coverage of

part idles would result. After the unblended particles were added to

the blended particles, a 5-minute remixing time was used to thoroughly

mix the two portions together. While this remixing time would cer-

tainly assure a complete remixing of the particles together, a certain

amount of resin transfer most assuredly resulted, so that the ratios of

unblended particles are not as accurate as reported. Therefore the

effects noted in Table 1 are trends that do not take into account the



Table 1. The Effect of Nonuniform Resin Distribution on the Physical Properties of Particleboard
Made with UF Resin. (Carroll and McVey, 1962)

Press Temperature
Press Time
Press Closing Time
Board Thickness
Board Size
Mat Moisture Content
Wax Level
Resin Level
Composition of Spray Mix
Wood
M. 0. R. Test Specimen
I. B. Test Specimen
Batch Spray Time

3
Properties at 40 lb. /ft. Density

310°F.
10 minutes
5 minutes to stops
0.750 rough; 0.625 as tested
15"x 15" rough; 14"x14" trimmed size
10-11%
0. 5% ParacoI 404N (based on dry weight of wood)
6.0% U, F, resin solids (based on dry weight of wood)
58.5% resin solids; 4.9% wax solids
Hammerznilled Douglas-fir chips
2" wide, tested at 8" span (four specimens per board)
2"x2" (six specimens per board)
30 minutes (two boards per spray batch)

6

Batch in
Original Spray

Batch Added
After Spray

Mixing Time After
Second Addition

Minutes

0 D Basis
Modulus of

Rupture
psi

Internal Bond
Avg. psi Avg.

100 0 2330 2320 187 189

2310 191

90 10 5 2240 2325 181 178

2410 174

80 20 5 2280 2280 152 154

2280 155

70 30 5 2010 2085 143 141

2160 138

60 40 5 1860 1925 100 104

1990 108

50 50 5 1750 1725 93 87

1700 81

50 50 30 1750 1755 82 92

1760 102
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resin transfer that occurred during post-blending, and should be

weighed accordingly.

Carroll and McVey also found that commercially produced boards

made with the same furnish, resin, resin level, and board density

gave internal bond and modulus of rupture properties equivalent to a

laboratory condition in which 20 to 30 percent of the particles re-

ceived no resin at all. In fact, the authors estimated that of each 100

pounds of resin which entered into the manufacturing process, about

30 pounds did not appear physically in the final, product (due to over-

spray losses, trim losses, sanding losses) arid 20 pounds did not

appear functionally in the final board (due to poor resin distribution).

This last observation showed the potential for considerable improve-

ment in commercial blenders.

Resin Efficienc as Related to Resin Distribution

A definition of resin efficiency given by Burrows (1961) is the

application of a minimum quantity of adhesive to wood particles with

resulting optimum physical properties in a pressed board. Carroll

and McVey (1962) expand this definition a bit further by stating that

resin efficiency is synonymous with minimizing the amount of resin

required to produce 1000 sq. feet of specification board (i. e. board

that meets specifications published by the U. S, Dept. of Commerce

National Bureau of Standards).
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Past research has clearly shown that resin distribution is the

major factor affecting the resin efficiency of a process Marian (1958),

Carroll and McVey (1962), Burrows (1961), Lehmann (1965, 1968,

1970). Improving the methods of applying and distributing the resin

can give two possible results; one is to obtain a product better than

that being produced currently without a proportional increase in cost,

and the other is to produce an equivalent product with less resin, thus

maintaining present quality while decreasing costs of boards.

Marian (1958) was one of the first to emphasize adhesive applica-

tion as a main direction of research in this field. He noted better

adhesive application was to be the result of the degree of atomization

of adhesives in spraying systems. Atomization in turn would affect the

droplet size distribution, and theoretically, th degree of distribution

of resin on particles. Carroll and McVey (1962) also believed that from

the point of view obtaining maximum efficiency in the use of a resin

binder for particleboard, resin distribution was the most important

factor. It was upon this concept that their research previously dis-

cussed was based.

Discrete Droplet and Continuous Film Theories

Marian (1958) noted that spraying equipment permitted solely the

application of the "discrete droplet" principle. This simply is that the

particles are bonded together by small "spotweids" of resin. However,
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he advocated the distribution of the adhesive as a "continuous film"

rather than as discrete droplets, as more intimate contacts could be

formed between particles with this type of distribution.

Carroll and McVey (1962) accidentally tested this uniform film

hypothesis when some laboratory flakeboards were made with a phen-

olic high flow resin. During the pressing operation, the resin drop-

lets flowed into a continuous film on the flakes before the resin cured.

It was found that the internal bond was only 30 to 40 psi at a 7 percent

resin level., where similar boards made with a typical particleboard

plriolic showed internal bond of 180 psi. This suggested that the thin

film coverage could lead to starvation of the glu.eline, and that a large

number of spot-welds produced by uniformly spaced droplets could

conceivably be superior to this 100 percent coverage achieved under

the continuous film theory. Still, the validity of each of these theories

is still being argued today. Supporting evidence for the discrete drop-

let principle is also given by Burrows (1961) and Wilson and Krahmer

(1976), among others.

Atomization and Its Influence on
Droplet Size and Resin Distribution

Burrows (1961) investigated the resin coverage on flakes as

influenced by atomization. Using phenol-formaldehyde resin that gives

a dark color when cured and can be seen plainly, he studied resin
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distributions between coarse spray and fine spray. Spray patterns

did show differences, mainly in size of resin droplets and extent of

coverage. Fine spray had few large droplets and covered well,

Under microscopic observation, Burrows found that most droplets

were on the flake surfaces, but some were also found deeply embedded

in surface cracks and fissures. Observations were also made of inter-

particle adhesion in the pressed panel. In most instances, the resin

had performed a "spot-welding" function, and considerable wood

failure resulted.

Lehmann (1965, 1968) found that the amount of resin applied by

each spray nozzle in a blender in a unit of time and the amount of time

spent in the blender are important factors affecting uniformity of

resin distribution over the particles. He varied methods of spraying

(air vs. airless), percent resin solids, resin temperature during

spraying, degree of atomization, and spraying and blending time for

the resin and particles. The results showed that gluelines in boards

produced with fine resin sprays were much more uniform than those

produced with coarse resin spray. Long spraying times and fine

atomization combined to produce very uniform distribution of resin

and yielded high quality boards.

Carroll (1963) experimented with dilution of urea and phenolic

resins to determine why urea-formaldehyde binder was less efficient

than phenol-formaldehyde. The resins were diluted because the
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urea-formaldehyde binders are made at 60 to 65 percent solids and

the phenolics are made at 40 percent solids. One explanation for the

greater efficiency of the phenolic resin was due to the better distribution

onto particles due to the greater degree of atomization, Carroll

concluded that (1) the urea resin was lower in efficiency due to the

premature cure of the resin during pressing, (2) a loss of resin from

the glueline as a diffusion of the lower molecular weight components of

the resin into the wood took place, and (3) an adverse effect of high

resin solids on the poor resin distribution obtained during blending.

Lehmann (1970) noted that savings in raw materials could be

attained by proper resin application techniques. These techniques

referred, in part, to a fine spray with droplet sizes around 32

microns in diameter.

Wilson and Krahmer (1976) studied resin location and its dis-

tribution on particles by using scanning electron microscopy. Figure

1 illustrates conceptually how internal bond varies with resin droplet

size and resin percentage. As the droplet size decreases, the effi-

ciency of the resin for internal bonding increases, until the droplets

are so small that the efficiency decreases at low applications of resin.

They believe that for optimum resin efficiency, droplets should be

distributed uniformly over all particles. The efficiency can go down

when using coarser textured particles since some of the droplets of

resin will be deposited in the deeper valleys and will not easily contact
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INCREASING PERCENTAGE
OF RESIN

RESIN DROPLET
Figure 1. Resin efficiency in particteboarcl as a fup.ctiQn of resin

droplet size. (Wilson and Erahrner, 1976)

12
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adjacent particles. The resin that is not involved in the bonding of

particles is wasted resin and results in lowering the efficiency of the

blending process. Burrows (1961) observed similar results of "lost"

resin droplets not involved in the bonding process.

Resin Distributions Between Screen Fractions

Schwarz, Andersen, and Kageler (1968) obtained data on resin

solids distributions from ten West Coast particleboard mills. They

concluded that the fine particles (-42-mesh) received an abnormally

high percentage of the resin sprayed. Watters (1975) used these data

and calculated the approximate particle surface area based on work

done by Maloney (1970), and showed that particles larger than +32-

mesh accounted for 70 to 85 percent of the total furnish weight but

received only 40 to 50 percent of the total adhesive solids applied. In

contrast, the fines (-32-mesh) comprised 15 to 25 percent of the fur-

nish weight and received 45 to 55 percent of the total adhesive solids.

Results such as these have led to the conclusion that fines "rob resin"

and receive excessive adhesive, thus leading to much research aimed

at putting more of the adhesive on the larger particles.

Duncan (1974) developed a theory on "Normal Resin Distribution"

which predicts that resin distribution will parallel surface area dis-

tribution. Duncan devised a method for calculating the relative sur-

face area and relative number of particles based upon the size of the
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screen openings and the weight of the furnish on the screen. Duncan's

theory has been substantiated for surface area calculations by actual

measurements by Watters (1975) of particles in the screen fraction

-9+32-mesh. Duncan's results showed, in, contrast to Schwarz, that

coarse particles tend to receive more resin than area contributed, and

thus challenges the "fines rob resin" theory.

In the lastest work on resin efficiency and resin distribution,

Wilson and Hill (1976) studied the resin efficiencies of four commer-

cial blenders and compared their efficiencies in terms of their internal

bond and modulus of rupture values with those values obtained by use

of a laboratory blender, which was assumed to represent 100 percent

efficiency. Furnish, resin, resin levels, and pressing operations

were held constant so that comparisons could be made of the resin

distribution and the resulting physical properties from that distribu-

tion of each blender to that of their laboratory blended matched

boards.

Using Duncan's theory (1974), Wilson and Hill calculated the

relative surface area and the relative number of particles. Another

way to discuss resin distribution was devised, which was to consider

the relative resin spread rate as the quantity of resin on a given sur-

face area of furnish, This can be calculated for each screen fraction

by taking the total resin weight (percent) and dividing this by the rela-

tive surface area (percent) of the particles, thus providing a relative
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resin spread rate, as illustrated in Figure 2. The results are shown

in Table 2. The spread rate was found to be the greatest for the

coarse particles and decreased as the size of the particles decreased.

The relative spread rate was eight times greater for the coarsest

fraction (+4-mesh) than for the fine fraction ( r 100-mesh), which again

appears to be contrary to the generally accepted theory that "fines

rob resin".

This variation in spread rate was also noted by Maloney (1970)

who found that for optimum bonding, coarse particles (-6+9-mesh) had

a resin spread of two to three times greater thah oh the fines (-42-

mesh).

Some researchers in the past have stated that the reason for the

large differences between commercial and laboratory blenders, in

terms of board properties, is the resin distribution on the various

screen fractions. However, Wilson and I-141 found that the most effi-

cient commercial blender studied had an almost identical resin distri-

bution by screen fraction as did the laboratory blender. Table 3 is a

comparison of resin distribution of commercial blender A with that of

its laboratory-blended matched boards at the same resin content.

Blender A had a slightly higher concentration of resin for the coarser

60 percent of the furnish (+4-, +10-, +16-mesh) than did the laboratory

blender. However, the resin distribution in 35tender A is close to that

in the laboratory blender, but its resin efficiency in internal bond was
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Table 2. Adhesive Distribution for Blender Type A. (Wilson and Hill, 1976)

Total Total Relati1Ve Relative1 Relative
2

Mesh screen resin surface number of resin

opening weight weight area particles spread

(cm) ) (%) (%) (%) (%) rate

1Calculations based on Duncan's (1974) theory.

total resin weight,2
Relative resin spread rate relative surface area, %

Table 3. Comparison of Resin Distribution for Commercial and Laboratory Blenders. (Wilson and

Hill, 1976)

1
Calculations based on Duncan's (1974) theory.
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Mesh
no.

Commercial Blender Laboratory Blender

Screen
weight

(%)

Total resin
weight

(%)

Resin 1
content

(%)

Scieen
weight '

(%)

Total resin
weight

(%)

Resin/
content

(%)

BLENDER TYPE A

4 0.35 0.11 2.8 0,20 0.04 1,8
10 30.06 19, 38 5, 8 26.04 18. 90 6, 4

16 27. 47 26, 71 8.6 30, 22 23,27 6. 8

32 21,87 23,85 9.6 27.11 34. 78 11.3

60 12.98 15,38 10,4 12.72 16.06 11. 1

100 4.59 8,74 16.8 2,59 4.86 16. 5

-100 2.68 5.83 19, 1 1, 12 2.09 16.4

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

4 0.4760 0.35 0.11 0.04 0.04 2.75

10 0.1651 30.06 19.38 V.93 8.64 2,44

16 0.0991 27.47 26,71 13,75 13,16 1.94

32 0.0495 21.87 23.85 2p,83 20.98 1.14

60 0. 0246 12. 98 15. 38 24, 84 25, 05 0, 62

100 0.0147 4,59 8.74 15,43 14.82 0.57

-100 pan 2.68 5.83 17.18 Z7.31 0.34
100.00 100.00

--!---
100, 00 100.00

Mesh
no.
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only 55 percent and in modulus of rupture was 77 percent that of the

laboratory blender.

There is no doubt that resin distribution between the screen

fractions plays an important role in obtaining maximum. efficiency.

However, the results of this study show that the distribution of resin

within a screen fraction is the key to a better understanding of resin

efficiency in the particleboard industry, In particular, the ratio of

the particles within each screen fraction that have resin to those that

do not is of significant importance, and it is this ratio that results

in the significant differences between cotrwriereial and laboratory-

blended furnishes.

The Effects of Resin Distribution OP, Linear Ex ansion

The dimensional stability of wood is improved in plywood in the

plane of the panel where low shrinkage and swelling potential in the

direction of the grain is utilized to help stabilize the transverse dimen-

sion. A similar mechanism occurs in platen-formed particleboard,

where the particles are randomly oriented. Since these articles are

bonded together, they must move together, with the net change in any

given dimension being a compromise of the potential change of each

individual particle in the direction of the measurement.

A literature search for past work done on the effects of resin

distributions on the linear expansion of particleboard showed that no
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work has been done in this area. Past research in linear expansion of

particleboard by such researchers as Heeblnk, Hann, and Haskell

(1964), Halligan (1970), Gerard (1966), Lehrna.rin (1972), Bryan (1962),

Jorgensen and Odell (1961), Suchsland (1972), and Turner (1954) had

not dealt with the effects of linear expansion of different resin distri-

butions. Any light that could be shed on this subject would be of

value to the industry in helping to understand just how (or if) dimen-

sional movement can be reduced.



III. MATERIALS AND METETODS

Preparation of 13pards

The procedure for comparing the effects of varying ratios of

unblended particles within screen fractions was to obtain a commer-

cial particleboard furnish that was to be used for production of core

stock board. Approximately 2,500 pounds of furnish was collected at

Brooks-Willamette in Bend, Oregon after the drier and stored in 36

fiber drums. The furnish was placed in polyethylene bags inserted

inside each fiber drum, and then all drums were sealed by another

polyethylene bag taped over the top of the drum to insure that the

moisture content of the furnish was maintained. The furnish consisted

mainly of lodgepole and ponderosa pine shavings, with a small amount

of plywood trim and a larger amount of reclaim, as shown in Table 4.

The resin and wax manufacturers that supplied the mill on the day of

collection were then contacted and the exact resin (Monsanto Co.'s

UF R8-8) and wax (Borden Chemical's EW 403) that the mill used was

obtained in order to keep all variables as close to those in industry as

possible.

In preparing the furnish for this study, a screen fraction analysis

was performed to find out which fractions could be combined together

so that when the furnish was broken down into four equal sized

20



Table 4. Particleboard Process Conditions

Factor Condition

21

Densities (oven-dry) 36, 43, 50 lbs./ft3

Thickness 11/16 inch, sanded to 5/8 inch

Wood furnish Commercial.: 72% pine
16% reclaim

8% green
4% plywood trim

Resin Urea-formaldehyde

Resin content, solids 6%, 65.0% solids

Wax content, solids 0.4%, 47.5% solids

Press cycle 7 minutes

Press closing time 30 seconds

Press temperature 3300

Board moisture content into
press 10,6%

fractions, most of the furnish would be utilized and there would not be

an excess of some fractions and a shortage of others. Four fractions

were decided upon in order to keep the total number of boards down to

a reasonable figure, as will be seen later. Screen fraction analysis

showed the four best fractions were +12-mesh, +20-mesh, +32-mesh,

and -32-mesh (Tyler). An 18 inch Sweco Vibro-nergy separator was

then utilized to separate the furnish into the four desired fractions.

However, all furnish was run through a 4-mesh screen to remove the

largest pieces of wood that missed the screening operation. in the mill.

These big pieces would tend to disguise reputts if used in this study, so
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they were eliminated. From here on, all reference to +12-mesh

particles is in actuality -4+12-mesh (Sweco). Since Sweco does not

have the screens that exactly match the Tyler screen mesh openings,

the nearest screens to those desired were used in the screening

process: Sweco meshes 4,12,20, and 30 were utilized. Furnish was

screened into four different fractions by taking off the smallest frac-

tion first and then separating the two largest fractions last. Then all

the fractions were rescreened in reverse order to insure a complete

separation of the various sized particles.

After the screening process was completed, boards were then

ready to be made. The study was broken down into two smaller

studies, or experiments, with each experiment to be analyzed sepa-

rately. The experimental design of the first study was to make boards

at three density levels (36, 43, and 50 lbs. /cu. ft. ovendry) and com-

pare the effects of four different percentages (0%, 2%, 4%, and 25%)

of unblended particles having been separated into four different screen

fractions (+12-, +20-, +30-, and -30- mesh, Sweco) upon the physical

properties of particleboard.

In the first experiment, all four screen fractions were utilized

separately. Table 5 shows the percentages of unblended particles that

are involved in each board made in this experiment. Since four screen

fractions are utilized, each fraction naturally consists of 25 percent

of the total weight of the board. If the total weight of a board is 4,000



Board
Dens ity

Sweco
Screen

Fraction
Percentage of Unblended Particles

(from Total Weight of Board)

Control 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13

+12 2% 4% .. . . 25% ..
+20 .. . 25% ..
+30 . .. 25%

-30 2% . .. 4% . .. 25%

Control 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

+12 2% .. .. . 4% . .. 25% ..
+20 2% . .. . 4% 25%

43# +30 . 2% 4% 25% ..

-30 2% .. .. 4% . 25%

Control 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 _39

+12 2% 4%

+20 2 .

410

25%
50#

+30 2% .. 4% .

2.5%

25%

-30 0
2% 25%

Table Summary of Experimental Design for the 0-25% Experiment . (Table Identifies the Ratio
or Percentage of Unblended Particles for Each Board in the 0-25% Experiment. Ratios in
the Table are the Percents of the Total Weights of the Whole Boards That Are Omitted
from That Screen Fraction From the Blending Operation)
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grams, then it would consist of 1000 grams from each of the four

screen fractions. There were four different ratios of unblended par-

ticles chosen for analysis in this first experiment: 0%, 2%, 4%, and

25%. These ratios of unblended particles represent the percent by total

weight of particles in the board that are removed from a given screen

fraction for the blending operation. For example, board number 17

in the 43 pound density class has 2 percent of the -20+30-mesh frac-

tion removed from blending. If each fraction represents 1000 grams

or 25 percent of the total weight, then. 80 grams of the -20+30-mesh

fraction would be removed from blending, and the remaining 920

grams of that fraction would be blended along with 1000 grams of the

other three fractions. Thus, any board with a 25 percent ratio of

unblended particles would have the entire fraction removed from the

blending operation.

The second study was simply a, combination of the screen frac-

tions into just two fractions: coarse (+20-mesh) and fines (-20-mesh).

The same density levels of 36, 43, and 50 lbs. /cu. ft. were utilized

as in the first experiment, but the ratios of unblended particles were

changed to 0%, 9%, 17%, and 50%. Table 6 shows the schematic out-

line for the boards involved in this experiment. The same concept was

followed in this experiment as in the last. Each fraction now repre-

sented 50 percent of the total weight of the board. Thus, a 50 percent

ratio of unblended part idles meant that one fraction received the
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entire amount of resin, and the other fraction received no resin at all.

Table 6. Summary of Experimental Design for the 0-50% Experiment.
(Table identifies the ratio or percentage of unblended par-
ticles for each board in the 0-50% experiment. Ratios in
the table are the percents of the total weights of the whole
boards that are omitted from that screen fraction from the
blending operation.)

A random numbers table was used to determine the order of

board making, as it was expected to take three fv11 weeks to complete

this stage of the study. In this way, any differences due to weather

conditions, relative humidity, time factors, etc. that the boards may

experience over this period of time would be minimized. Boards for

Board
Dens ity

Sweco
Screen

Fraction Percentage of Unblended Particles

Control 02 03 04 05 06 07

36#
+20

-20

9%

9%

17% -_

17%

50%

- 50%

Control 09 10 11 12 13 14

43#
+20

-20

9%

9%

17% -

17%

50% --

50%

Control 16 17 18 19 20 21

50#
+20

-20

9%

9%

17% --

17%

50%

50%
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both studies were made together, which means that one study was not

completed first before the boards for the other study were started.

All boards were assigned a number and the order of selection was

then determined.

Tables 5 and 6 also show that control boards were made and

these represented the 0 percent ratios. In these capes, full weights

of the fractions were blended together. Also, each board was dupli-

cated in the experiments, so instead of 39 boards in the Or 25%

experiment, 78 boards were actually made. Likewise, instead of 21

boards in the 0-50% experiment, 42 boards were actually made. This

totaled 120 boards for the entire study. Thus, boards were assigned

a number from 1 to 120, and their order of selection was then deter-

mined by a random numbers table.

When making the boards, each board was blended separately.

The proper weight of particles desired to remain unblended was set

asided on to the laboratory bench, and the remaining weights of par-

ticles from the remaining fractions were put into a rotary drum-type

laboratory blender and blended with a 6 percent urea-formaldehyde

resin and 0.4 percent wax, based on total board weight. Particles

were brought up to moisture content by spraying the proper weight of

water before spraying the resin and wax mix. After the adhesive was

applied, the particles were allowed an additional 30 seconds of post

blending time before the unblended particles were inserted. After
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inserting these unblended particles into the blender, all particles

were tumbled for an additional 15 seconds. This time period was

previously determined by using dyed particles to find the minimum

amount of time necessary for equal distribution of the unblended par-

ticles with the blended particles. The minimum amount of time was

desired so as to prevent as much as possible the wiping of resin on

the unblended particles as they were postbtended with the blended

particles. The laboratory blender was then completely emptied, the

fines vacuumed out and added to the furnish, and the proper weight of

the board was obtained and finally formed by hand into a mat. The

mats were then pressed into 18- by 18-inch homogeneous boards under

the conditions listed in Table 4.

Testing of Boards

All boards were conditioned for a minimum of two weeks in a

standard conditioning room under conditions of 700 F and 65% relative

humidity (RH) to allow approximate equilibrium moisture content to

be reached in the panels. All boards were then trimmed to 16- by 16-

inches, and sanded on both faces from 11/16 inches to 5/8 inches.

After reconditioning for several more days, boardp were cut up

according to the cutting diagram shown in Figure 3. Standard tests

were conducted on the sanded boards for internal bond (IB), modulus

of rupture (MOR), modulus of elasticity (MOE), and linear expansion
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Figure 3. Cutting diagram utilized for test specimens.
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(LE) in accordance with .ASTM D 1037-72a. The LE test made in

this study was more severe than that specified in ASTM D 1037-72a.

Specimens, after the two weeks of conditioning were placed in a room

at 900 F and 30% RH for two weeks. Then specimen length was

measured. The specimens were then conditioned for two more weeks

at 90 F and 90% RH. Final length measurements were then made to

determine linear expansion.

Resin Distribution,

Upon completion of board making, unblended furnish was

screened into eight different screen fractions (+12-, +16-, +20-, +28-,

+32-, +60-, +100-, and -100-mesh Tyler) and Duncan's theory (1974)

was used to determine the relative surface areas and relative number

of particles for the furnish in the study, A control board was then

sprayed in the laboratory blender under the conditions previously

described. The blended furnish was then screened into the four frac-

tions used in the first experiment and analyzed for resin content.

The procedure for analyzing for resin content started by

obtaining an unbiased sample of furnish according to Tappi standard

29

1 ASTM D 1037-72a. American Society for Testing and Mater-
ials, Wood-base Fiber and Particle Panel Materials. Revised 1972.
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T605m-442, This was then screened into the desired fractions. The

separated particles were then ground through a 64-mesh screen in a

Wiley mill and a sample of this was put into a vial, labeled, and dried

in an oven set at 200° F overnight to completely dry the furnish.

Unblended particles from each screen fraction were also ground,

vialed, labeled, and dried for use as background nitrogen content in

each fraction, A sample of resin likewise was dried, ground, labeled,

and redried to determine its nitrogen content,

Nitrogen analysis of all materials was performed on a Hewlett-

Packard Model 1E35 B C-H-N analyzer. Since the sample sizes for

nitrogen analysis were so small (0.6 to 0.7 milligrams) three samples

from each vial were analyzed and the results of the three samples

were averaged together to give the resin weight by screen fraction.

Tappi Standard T605m-44, A standard published by the
Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry, Revised 1944,



IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Strength Properties

The strength properties of the boards, determined by the four

tests of IB, MOR, MOE, and LE, were averaged and compared

statistically with an analysis of variance. In this analysis, the results

of each test from each board were averaged to get one value per

board, and then these values were used in the analysis of variance.

The repetitions were kept separate and not averaged together into one

value because if this occurred, no error term would be obtained. The

0-25% experiment, which utilized our separate scree, was

analyzed as a [3x(3x4+1)x2] factorial experiment. The 0-50% experi-

ment, which separated the furnish into just coarse and fines, was

analyzed as a [3x(2x3+1)x2] factorial experiment,

As in any factorial experiment, any interactions that show sig-

nificant differences are of primary importance over the main sources

when extracting information from the analysis of variances. When no

significant interactions occurred in the analyses, the main sources

(which are the Fraction, Ratio, and Density sources) that showed

significant differences were tested further by the Least Significant

Difference (L. S. D. ) test. This test is used to determine if the differ-

ence between two means is a significant difference at any particular

31
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level of confidence. This test is valuable because the analysis of

variance tables will tell only if there are significant differences within

a source; they do not tell where those differences lie. The L.S.D.

test does provide this information. The analysis of variance tables

are in Appendix A.

Internal Bond

0-25% Experiment. Observation of the analysis of variance

table for LB (Table A-1) shows that significant differences (.95 level)

existed in the Fraction*Ratio and Density*Ratio interactions, and

highly significant differences (.99 level) were noted in the Control vs.

Other source, The Fraction*Ratio interaction shows that the IB for

a given fraction will vary depending upon what ratio of unblended par-

ticles was used. This interaction also means that the 1B for a given

ratio will vary depending on which screen fraction is being considered.

Table 7 is a two-way table showing the IB values for each screen

fraction for the three different ratios of unblended particles. As this

table shows, the LB for a given screen fraction decreases as the ratio

of unblended particles increases from 4 to 4 5 percent. Unfortunately,

no distinct differences are noted as to which unblended screen fraction

gives the lowest LB within each ratio.



Table 7, Internal Bond Values for Fraction*Ratio
Interaction.(0-25% experiment)

Dens ity

36 #

43 #

50 #

111.7

154.4

201.7

The Density*Ratio interaction shows that LB will vary within a

given ratio of unblended particles depending upon what density the

panel has, and also shows that LB within a certain density varies

depending upon the percentage of unblended particles in a board. Table

8 is a two way table showing the IB values for each ratio of unblended

particles at each density level. This table shows that as the ratio of

unblended particles in any density class increases from 4 to 25 per-

cent, the LB will decrease. The effects of increasing density are also

noted; as density increases within any ratio of unblended particles, IB

also increases.

Table 8, Internal Bond Values for Density*Ratio Inter-
action (0-25% experiment)

Ratio Unblended Particles
2% 4%

115.5

153.2

198.7

45%

91.6

126.1

169.3

33

Sweco
Fraction

Ratio Unblended Particles
2% 4%

+12 152,1 153.8 132.0

+20 157.7 154.5 129.6

+30 156.2 155.4 127.6

-30 157.9 159,5 126.7
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The Control vs. Other source showed high significance, which

means that the average IB of all control boards over the three densi-

ties was significant at the .99 Level. when compared to the average IB

of all the other boards as averaged over all fractions, ratios, and

densities. Table 9 shows this result.

Table 9. Internal Bond Values for Control
vs. Other ource.(0-25% experi-
ment)

Control Other

156.7 146.9

Figure 4 illustrates the average LB values for the 0-25% experi-

ment for each screen fraction, at each ratio of unblended particles for

all three densities. In essence, this is a summary of the IB test

results for this experiment.

0-50% Experiment. Observation of the analysis of variance

table for the LB test in the 0-50% experiment (Table A-2) shows all

interactions except the Fraction*Density interaction show significant

differences at the .95 level or above. However, since the Fraction*

Density*Ratio interaction showed significance, this interaction is the

most meaningful and will contain all the information that is available.

This interaction means that the IB value for any fraction will depend

upon not only what ratio of unblended particles is being observed but
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also upon what density it is in. Table 10 shows the IB values for the

Fraction*Density*Ratio interaction. Whereas Table 8 does not clearly

show which of the four fractions used in the 0-45% experiment was

most important in the bonding strength of particleboard, Table 10

clearly shows that at the 50 percent level of unblended particles, the

unblended fines were more influencing than the unblended coarse in

reducing LB in particleboard.- The fact that the fines do have such an

importance in determining internal bond strength is not entirely against

current thinking in the industry; however, the magnitude of the differ-

ences between the coarse and fines may be.

Table 10. Internal Bond Values for the Fraction*Ratio*
Density Interaction. (0-50% experiment)

36#

43#

50#

Dens ity

Coarse

Fines

Coarse

Fines

Coarse

Fines

Ratio Unblended Particles
9% 17% 50%

101.7

142.5

148.3

189.9

191.3

104.7 75.6

104.7 39.9

139.0 104.6

141.8 59.1

173.5 131.9

183.6 80,0
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Also noted in Table 10 is that as the ratios of unblended particles

increase, the IB decreases. Carroll and McVey (1962), as previously

discussed, showed results that agree with this (pee Table 1). As

increasing amounts of unblended particles were added to the mixture

and pressed, the IB steadily decreased due to the absence of bonding

when two unblended particles came into contact with each other during

pressing. It is evident that the better the bonding in particleboard,

the higher the internal bond values will be in that panel. Better bond-

ing occurs due to more resin-to-wood contacts being formed, and

logically, if a greater number of particles in a panel do not have resin,

these bonds will be non-existent and the available bonds will not be

distributed as evenly throughout the panel, resulting in a weaker

internal bond.

Table 10 also shows that as densities increase the IB values for

any fraction at any ratio will also increase. This is due to the greater

compaction of the particles in the panel. The resulting higher degree

of closeness of the particles to available resin droplets on the other

particle surfaces increases the chances of bonding wood to resin,

which ultimately gives a higher strength board.

The analysis of variance also showed that the Density*(Control

vs. Other) interaction was significant, which means that the differences

between the average IB of the control boards and the average IB of all

other boards was significantly different at each density level. Table



11 shows these results.

Table 11. Internal Bond for the Density*
(Control vs. Other) Interaction.
(0-501to experiment)

Figure 5 shows schematically the data found in Table 10 and

illustrates the differences between the 50 percent ratio of unblended

particles and the 9 and 17 percent ratios. Large differences between

densities also exist in the figure, and the large differences between

the unblended coarse and fines at the 50 percent ratio are especially

obvious.

Figure 6 illustrates how IB strength decreases as the rate of

unblended particles increases. The data for this graph were obtained

by combining the means for the Ratio IB results from both the 0-25%

experiment and the 0-50% experiment. The commercial standard

(CS236-66)3 for 1B presently is 70 psi for particleboard of Type 1B1.

As Figure 6 shows, the laboratory blender can meet this standard for

IB when 50 percent or less of the total weight of particles is unblended

38

(CS236-66) A voluntary commercial standard published by the
U°S° Dept. of Commerce National Bureau of Standards.

36# 111.0 90.6

43# 153.2 122.6

50# 196.9 158.4

Density Control Other
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at the 43 pound density. (The 36 pound and 50 pound density boards

will not be discussed here ars they are not in the Type 1B1 density class

and will have different standards.) The ramifications of Figure 6 are

far reaching. If commercial blenders could obtain the efficiency of

resin distribution that the laboratory blender has, they too might be

able to meet standards by allowing 50 percent or less of the particles

to remain unblended. However, once this high efficiency was obtained,

more (or almost all) particles could be sprayed with resin resulting

in greater strength properties. It would then be a simple matter to

meter the resin applied onto the furnish down to where the standards

would be safely met, (dependent upon the degree of variation the

blender has), thus reducing resin usage in the plant and cutting produc-

tion costs.

Modulus of Rupture

0-25% Experiment. Analysis of variance for MOR (Table A-3)

shows that no interactions were significant in this experiment. How-

ever, the three main effects of Fraction, Ratio, and Density were

significant at or above the .95 level. The L. S. D. test for the Fraction

source shows that the -30-mesh (Sweco) screen fraction was the only

fraction that differed from the others giving lower MOR values than

the other screen fractions.

The Ratio L. S. D. test shows no significant differences exist
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between the 2 and 4 percent ratios, but highly significant differences

exist between the 4 and 25 percent ratios. As the ratio increases MOR

will decrease, All three densities have highly significant differences

between them, and as concluded in the In test, the higher the density

the greater the strength value.

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of the means of MOR values at

each fraction and ratio over all three densities. It basically shows the

differences between densities for this experiment.

0-50% Experiment. Observation of the analysis of variance table

for the 0-50% experiment (Table A-4) shows high significance in the

Fraction*Ratio interaction as well as in the Control vs. Other source.

The Fraction*Ratio interaction is shown by the data in Table 12, and

shows that the unblended fines at the two higher levels of unblended

particles are the predominant particles in lowering MOR values in

particleboard. Of interest in this table is the fact that at the 9 percent

ratio the unblended fines give a higher MOR than the unblended coarse

do. This same trend is also noted in Table 1I) for the LB values in the

0-50% experiment. This may suggest that at the lower levels of

unblended particles it may be better to miss the fines with resin than

to miss the coarse, but this trend reverses when greater percentages

of unblended particles become a reality. Further testing is required

to prove or disprove this hypothesis.
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Table 12. Modulus of Rupture Values for
the Fraction*Ratio Interaction.
(0-50% experiment)

Fraction Ratio Unblended Particles
9% 17% 50%

44

Table 13 shows that the average MOR for all control boards is

significantly different than the average MOR for all boards over both

fractions at each ratio and through all three densities. As shown pre-

viously, unblended particles do reduce the average strength value when

compared to a completely blended board.

Table 13. Modulus of Rupture Values for
Control vs. Other Source.
(0-50% experiment)

Control Other

1755 1618

Figure 8 is a graph of the means of the MOR values for this

experiment. It not only shows the big differences between densities,

but also exhibits how much the MOR values fall off when the fines at

the 50 percent ratio are unblended as compared to the unblended coarse

at the same ratio.

Figure 9 shows how MOR will drop off as the ratio of unblended

particles in a board increases. Data for this figure were obtained by

Coarse 1667 1685 1682

Fines 1714 1648 1300
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combining the means for the Ratios from the two experiments. Of

particular interest in this graph is how the 36 pound density curve

reacts to increasing ratios of unblended particles as compared to how

the other two curves at the higher densities react. All show MOR

decreasing as the ratio of unblended particles increases. But the

effects are much more pronounced for the 36 pound density boards than

for the others. This shows that trends are better observed at lower

densities than at higher densities; at higher densities the results and

differences are of smaller magnitude.

Also noted in Figure 9 is that commercial standards for MOR at

a 43 pound density (CS 236-66 Type 1B1) can be met in the laboratory

blender by not blending 36.5 percent or less of the total weight of

particles in a board. (Again, the 36 and 5 0 pound densities would have

different commercial standards). This involves fewer particles being

unblended than was noted for the LB results, and this is due to the fast

closing time used in the study which may make MOR and MOE less

sensitive to changes in resin efficiency.

Modulus of Elasticity

0-25% Experiment. Observation of the analysis pf variance

table for MOE (Table A-5) shows that Density is the only source of

significance for the 0-25% experiment. The L. S. P. test shows that as

the density of the panel is increased, the MOE will increase, keeping
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with results observed in all tests. More significant differences were

probably not observed in this experiment due to the highly dens ified

outer layers of each panel. Had a longer closin.g time been used, more

significant differences in MO E may have been noted, as this outer

shell would not have been as dense.

Figure 10 illustrates the means of the MOE values for each frac-

tion at each ratio of unblended particles for each of the three densities,

and only shows differences between the three densities,

0-50% Experiment. The analysis of variance table for MOE in

this experiment (Table A-6) shows that the Fraction*Ratio and Density*

Ratio interactions were significant at the .95 level. Table 14 shows

the MOE values for the Fraction*Ratio interaction as averaged over

the three densities. In it, the MOE value in either fraction decreases

as the ratio of unblended particles increases. Also evident is the

effect the unblended fines have on reducing MOE in particleboard as

compared to the unblended coarse at each ratio. Table 15 shows MOE

values for the Density*Ratio interaction, and shows that increasing

density increases MO E at each ratio of unblended particles. Also, the

MOE tends to decrease as the ratio of unblended particles increases

except for the 50 pound density boards from 17 to 50 percent. There

were less differences than observed in the other two densities due to a

greater compaction of particles and the resulting higher degree of

bonding that occurs at this density Level.
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Table 14. Modulus of Elasticity Values for
the Fraction*Ratip Interaction.
(0-50% experiment)

Fraction

Table 15. Modulus of Elasticity Va,lues for
the Density*Ratio Interaction.
(0-50% experiment)

Ratio Unblended. Particles
9% 17% 50%

50

Figure 11 is a graph of the means of the MOE values for each

fraction at each ratio for all three densities, and shows not only MOE

changes between densities, but also the effects of the unblended coarse

and fines, especially at the 50 percent unblended rp.tio.

Figure 12 illustrates how MOE will change with increasing ratios

of unblended particles. Data for this figure 7,,x,rre obtained by combining

the means for the ratios from the two experiments, Of particular

interest here is how MOE reacts to increasing ratios of unblended

particles at the 36 pound density as compared to the other two densities.

The two higher densities show only a slight tapering off of MOE as the

Fraction Ratio 'Unblended Particles
9% 17% 50%

36# 184,121 186,242 153,336

43# 277,620 275,713 270,115

50# 370,756 356,813 357,458

Coarse 277,550 275,246 272,475

Fines 277,447 270,599 248,130
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Figure 12. Relationship of modulus of elasticity ratios of unblended
particles.
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ratio of unblended particles is increased. The 36 pound density shows

a more distinguishable drop off.

Dimensional Stability ,Properties

Linear Expansion

Q-Z5% Experiment. The analysis of variance table for the LE

test in this experiment (Table A-7) shows tha.t significance occurred

in the Density*Ratio interaction and the Control vs. Other source. In

the Density*Ratio interaction, Table 16 shows that as density increases,

LE will decrease within each ratio of unblended particles. Also evi-

dent in the table is the fact that LE will vary between ratios of un-

blended particles within any density level.

Table 16. Linear Expansion 'Values for
the Derisity*Ratio Interaction.
(0-25% experiment)

Close examination of Table 16 shows that there are no specific trends

that can be stated as to how LE will react as the ratio of unblended

particles increases, Observations such as these are typical when

studying dimensional response of pa.rticIeboard, to changes in relative

4%, 45%

36# 0.603 0.564 Q,586

43# 0,572 0.573 0,549

50# 0,534 0.504 0,513
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humidities. To further illustrate this point, Figure 13 shows the

effects on LE of varying ratios of unblended particles for the four

screen fractions at each of the three densities tested. Little similarity

of results between the three densities is noted. A possible reason

LE did not lead to many conclusive similarities may be due to the fact

that the boards were pressed within a three week period. After each

day, the boards that were pressed were set in the standard conditioning

room. Therefore the boards pressed first were inside the standard

conditioning room for 5 weeks before testing, whereas the last boards

pressed were in for only 2 weeks. The differences in moisture con-

tent that may have resulted in some of the boards might have had some

adverse effect on the durability of the resiil. ptudy based upon

noting the effects of LE in particleboard should consider this possible

effect on the LE properties.

Table 17 shows why the Control vs. Other source was significant.

The control boards showed a greater LE than the average of all other

boards over all ratios, densities, and fractions. The same possibility

as previously discussed (the possible adverse effects of different

lengths of conditioning) may be the answer as to why this trend

developed,
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Table 17, Linear Expansion Values for
Control vs. Other Source.
(05% experiment)

0-50% Experiment. The analysis of variance table for the LE

test (Table A,8) shows that significance occurred in the Fraction*Ratio

and Density*Ratio interactions as well as in the Control vs. Other

source. Table 18 shows the LE values for the Fraction*Ratio inter-

action. Generally, as the ratio of unblended particles increases within

each fraction the LE will also increase. Also from this table it can

be concluded that the unblended fines give greater LE than unblended

coarse at each ratio (except at the 9% ratio).

Table 18. Linear Expansion Values for
Fraction*g atio Interaction.
(0-50% experiment)

Control Qther

Fraction

0.591 0.555

Ratio Unblended Particles
9°70 17% 50%

Table 19 shows the LE values for the Density*Ratio interaction, and

shows that increasing density decreases the LE at each ratio. Also

noted is the increase in LE as the ratio of unblenderl particles in-

creases, holding to observed results in the other three tests. Table

56

Coarse 0.549 0.547 0.574

Fines 0.539 0.567 0.612
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20 shows the LE values for the Control vs. Other source, and shows

the control boards has less LE than all other boards combined and

averaged together.

Table 19, Linear Expansion Values for
Density*Ratio Interaction.
(0-50% experiment)

Ratio Unblended ParticlesFraction
y% 17% 50%

36# 0.575 0.583 0.648

43# 0.546 0.582 0.595

50# 0.511 0.506 0.537

Table 20. Linear Expansion Values for
Control vs. Other Source.
(0-50% experiment)

Control Other

0.529 0.565

Figure 14 illustrates the effects of varying ratios of unblended

particles for the two screen fractions at each density level. Of interest

in this figure is the fact that the orderliness (or similarity) of results

decreases as the density increases. This may be a result of higher

density boards taking longer to equilibrate.

Figure 15 illustrates how LE will change with increasing ratios

of unblended particles. Data for this figure were obtained by combining
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the means for the Ratios from the two experiments. A slight tapering

off of LE is noticed at the lower ratios of unblended particles, and

then LE increases after a certain point is reached. As noted in the

0-25% experiment, results (and trends) such ap these are typical when

studying dimensional stability of particleboard. The reasons for this

slight decrease at the lower ratios of unblended particles can only be

determined by a thorough study based exclusively on dimensional

stability.

Resin Distribution and Duncan's Theory

Wilson and Hill (1976) showed how resin distribution can be com-

bined with Duncan's (1974) theory to characterize commercial particle-

board blenders. The reasons the trends previously discussed in this

study exist may best be explained by relating the relative surface

areas, number of particles, and resin spread rates for the various

fractions used in the two experiments irn the same way Wilson and Hill

did in their blender study.

In order to apply Duncan's theory to this study, a complete

screen fraction analysis on the furnish had to be performed. Eight

screen fractions were used in this analysis (+12-, +16-, +20-, +28-,

+32-, +60-, +100-, -100-mesh Tyler) because if Duncan's method of

calculating relative surface area and relative number of particles is to

be effective, then the furnish must be screened into as many fractions
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as possible to best characterize the wood furnish. The proportion of

fines in the furnish was heavy; therefore several small sizes of screen

were selected so the furnish could be characterized fully. This is why

the 60- and 100-mesh Tyler screens were selected to analyze the

fines.

0-25% Experiment. Table 21 represents data averaged together

from two separate screen fraction analyses. In a screen fraction

analysis, 200 grams (50 grams from each of the four screen fractions)

of furnish was set in the top screen (+12-mesh) and vibrated on a

standard laboratory screen vibrator (Syntrpn Electric Vibrator) for a

total of 10 minutes. Individual pans were weighed with their contents

after screening, and after subtracting the original, pan weights, percent

weights were calculated for each screen fraction. A detailed descrip-

tion of Duncan's theory is in Appendix B.

Table 22 shows the summation of data from Table 21 into the

four screen fractions used in this study. Of particular interest is the

fact that the total screen weights for the four fractions do not equal

25 percent of the total weight, which was how the boards in the study

were made. This discrepancy is due to the fact that the boards in the

study were made from 25 percent of the total weight of the board taken

from each of the four Sweco screen fractions, .t,Ns noted in the

Materials and Methods section, Sweco screens do not exactly match

the Tyler screen mesh openings, and so the nearest Tyler screens to



Table 21. Surface Area and particle Distribution by Screen Fraction for Unblended Commercial
Furnish,

1Calculations Based on Duncan's (1974) Thepry

Table 22. Resin Distribution for Laboratory Blended Control Board. (Summary Data fr9m Table 21)
(0-25% Experiment)

1

Summed Summed Summed
Total Total Relative Relative

1
Mesh Screen Res* Surface Number of Relative

Tyler Opening Weight Weight Area Particles Resin
Mesh (cm) ) (%)(% ) (4) Spread Rate

, ,
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Total Resin Weight,1Relative Resin Spread Rate -
Relative Surface Area %

Tyler
Mesh

Mesh
Opening

(cm) )

Total
Screen
Weight

(%)

1
Relative
Surface

Area

1
Relative
Number 9f
Particles

Relative
Surface
Area

(6)

Relative
Number of
Particles

(%)

12 1400 18. 382

7.-

4381742
I,

181382 4, 41 4. 56

16 .0991 12.211 41.133 17.218 4, 54 4.27

20 .0633 6.970 320.376 11.710 3.Z2 2.90

28 .0590 19.006 1178. 904 45.044 11.86 11.17

32 .0495 7.493 579, 104 21. 205 5, 83 5. 26

60 .Q246 2,850 3226. 714 1357707 32.47 33.67

100 .0147 8.016 1906. 533 78.312 19.18 18.93

-100 Pan &07 1837.67 777572 18.49 19.24
F

100.000 9939. 075 4(13. 150 100.00 100.00

+12 . 1409 18.382 13.32 4.41 4.55 3.02

+20 .0833 19.181 14.1? 7.76 7717 1.82

+32 .04S 26.499 16, 17.69 16.43 2.07

-32 Pan 35, 938 35.98 70, 14 71. 84 0. 51
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the screens used on the Sweco vibrator are reported (due to the

greater selection of Tyler screens in the laboratory). The results in

this discussion on resin distribution are based on these Tyler screens,

and the furnish is therefore characterized by using these screens.

Also, the dynamics of the vibrating is totally different between the two

screening devices. The Sweco vibrator has a rotary action in the

horizontal plane, and the Tyler vibrator has p. vibrating action in the

vertical plane. This is why the total screen weights are not equal to

25 percent in each case. Had the Sweco screens been used for the

screen fraction analysis, 2 percent screen weights would be noted

for each of the four fractions. Vse of the Tyier screens is simply a

way of characterizing the furnish.

After the screen fraction analysis was completed a control

board was blended in the laboratory blender using the same procedure

discussed in the Materials and Methods section for use in nitrogen

analysis. The results are averaged together to give the resin weight

by screen fraction as shown in Table 22.

Combining the information on resin clistril:?ution and the data

obtained by Dun.can's theory results in a better understanding of the

effects of resin distribution on the strength properties of particle-

board. Close comparison of relative surface areas and relative num-

ber of particles show that the two columns are nearly identical, from

which can be concluded that the percent surface a5ea of a fraction is
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directly dependent upon the relative number of particles (in percent)

in that fraction. Wilson and discussed resin distribution in terms

of the relative resin spread rate, which can be thought of as the

quantity of resin on a given surface area of furnish. This is calcu-

lated for each screen fraction by taking the total resin weight (percent)

an dividing by the relative surface area (percent) of the particles.

The values of the relative resin spread rate are also shown in Table

22, and are illustrated in Figure 16.

The spread rate is greatest for the coarse particles and

decreases as the size of the particles decreases. The relative spread

rate is 5.9 times greater for the coarsest fraction (+12-mesh) than

for the finest fraction (-32-mesh), which appears to contradict the

generally accepted theory that "fines rob resin". This variation in

spread rate was found in Wilson and Kill's study on blender efficiency

and was further noted by Maloney (1970). If the fines do rob resin,

then to improve resin efficiency one of two events must happen; one

is that the fines should not have any resin at all, and the other is that

the curve in Figure 16 should drop more steeply, thereby increasing

the resin spread rate on the coarser particles.

Table 22 shows the fines represented only 36 percent of the

furnish by weight, but also represented 70 percent of the surface area

and 72 percent of the total number of particles, Therefore, when the

fines do not receive any resin at all, 70 percent of the surface area
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Figure 16. Relation of relative spread rate of resin to
particle size for control boards.

Total resin weight, %Relative spread rate = Relative surface area, %
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and 72 percent of the total number of particles in a board do not

Aeceive any resin. This may have disastrous effects on the strength

properties of that board. In comparison, the coarsest fraction repre-

sents 18 percent of the furnish by weight, but contains only 4 percent

of the surface area and 5 percent of the total number of particles.

When this fraction receives no resin there is a rmtch smaller per-

centage of surface area without resin and the effects on the strength

properties may be much smaller than in the case of the fines. This

discussion leads to the conclusion that more attention should be paid

to ensuring even resin distribution on the finer particles in a board

than on the coarser particles, as the finer particles represent a sub-

stantially greater percentage of surface area and to number of

particles in a board. Test results support this conclusion.

0-50% Experiment. Table 23 was obtained from the data in

Table 22 by summing the two largest screen fractions into the coarse

(+20-mesh Tyler) and the two smallest fractions into the fines (-20-

mesh Tyler). The relative surface areas, relative number of par-

ticles, and relative resin spread rates are given; and much of the

same discussion that applied to the 0-25% experiment applies here as

well.
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Table 23 also shows why the fines may have a greater effect on

the strength properties of particleboard. The coarse represents 38

percent of the furnish by weight, and also represents 12 percent of

the surface area and 12 percent of the total number of particles. If

this fraction had no resin on it in a board, this would have less effect

on strength properties than if the fines, which represent 62 percent

of the furnish weight, 88 percent of the surface area, and 88 percent

of the total number of particles, had no resin due to the low amount

of surface area involved in the coarse fraction. Test results con-

sistently showed that when the fines had no resin, the lowest strength

values resulted. This leads to the conclusion that resin distribution,

and therefore resin efficiency, of a blending system can possibly be

improved by ensuring (or approaching) an even resin distribution on

the basis of the surface area of the particles, and not solely by resin

content based on the oven-dry weight of the particles.

The resin content will, and should, vary between screen

Table 23. Resin Distribution for Laboratory-Blended Control Beard,
(0-50% Experiment)

(Summary Data from Table 22)

Summed Summed Summed Summed
Total Total Relative Relative

Mesh Screen Resin SUrfa ce Numlier of Relative
Tyler Opening Weight Weight Area Particles Resin

Mesh (cm) ) (%) (%) (%) (M) Spread Rate

+.20 .0833 37.563 27.44 12. 17
,

11.73 2.25

-20 Pan 62.437 72.56 87.83 88.27 0.83

100.000 100.000 100 00 00.00
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fractions, but the amount of resin applied to a certain fraction should

be such that the surface area in that fraction is covered by an even

distribution of resin--no more and no less. This implies that more

attention should be given to the finer fractions, as it is these frac-

tions which represent the greatest percentage of surface area in the

board,. In applying resin to the furnish, the key to the greatest resin

efficiency may well be to screen the furnish after the drier and then

use blenders in parallel, as illustrated in Figure 17, where resin will

be applied to the individual screen fractions on a surface area basis,

after which the blended fractions would be metered into the forming

station in the same percentage weights as existed before screening.

Exactly how much resin to apply to each fraction can be deter-

mined by systematically altering resin levels on the fractions until

the best physical properties result. Optimum bonding conditions may

occur, however, by evening out the relative resin spread rate some-

what between the fractions. A spread rate of 1.00 between all frac-

tions may very well give the desired results. The effects of varying

resin spread rates will provide valuable information and when com-

bined with the information from this study, may give a fairly com-

plete idea as to how resin should be distributed on commercial par-

ticleboard furnish for optimum bonding properties.

As previously mentioned in the discussion of Carroll and

McVpy's (1962) work, their 5-minute post-blending stage probably
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had the effect to some degree of resin wiping off the blended particles

and onto the unblended particles. This would result in a certain per-

centage of the unblended particles not really being unblended, and the

results as shown in Table I may be misleading. Christensen and

Robitschek (1?74) showed that post-blending does involve a certain

amount of resin transfer between particles. The same question may

be asked of this study: Are the unblended particles really unblended?

To answer this question, nitrogen analyses were performed on these

IIunblencled" particles to determine their exact resin pickup during

the remixing stage.

In determining the resin pickup of these "unblended" articles,

four separate 43 pound density boards were blended in the laboratory

blender using the same procedure as was used in making the boards

for the two experiments. In the first board, the +12-mesh fraction

was completely removed from the blending operation (25% ratio of

unblended particles) and after the 15 second remixing time, all the

furnish was removed and weighed out and formed into a mat, just as

if it were to be pressed into a board. Tristead of pressing, a section

of the mat was removed and screened and the +12-mesh (Tyler) frac-

tion was analyzed for its nitrogen content. The same procedure was

utilized for the remaining three boards; the second board had the

entire -12+20-mesh removed (25% ratio), the third board had the

coarse removed (50% ratio), and the fourth board had the fines
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removed (50% ratio). Table 24 shows the results of the amount of

resin pickup by each fraction that supposedly was "unblended".

Some resin did wipe off onto the particles. However, the per-

centages are so small (a maximum of 0.13 percent based on oven-

dry weight of wood) that this pickup can be ignored. Besides, the

unblended particles in the pressed boards in the study would have had

less contact with the blended particles than the "unblended" particles

used to determine the nitrogen content had due to the additional 10

minutes of screening time the nitrogen-analyzed particles experi-

enced. Thus the figures in Table 24 may actually show more resin

being picked up than actually occurred.

Table 24. Percentage of Resin Wiping on Unblended
Particles During 15 Second Post-Blending
Stage.

% Total Weight
Tyler Unblended Resin

1
Fraction From the Pickup

Unblended Fraction (%)

1Based on oven-dry weight of the wood

-4+ 12 25 0.02

-12+20 25 0.09

Coarse 50 0.13

Fines 50 0.04



CONCLUSIONS

For the 0-25% experiment, where the wood furnish was sepa-

rated into four screen fractions of decreasing particle size, internal

bond was found to be statistically independent of which screen fraction

was unblended, and significantly related to the ratio of unblended

particles within a screen fraction and to the density of the board.

Internal bond values increased as the ratio of unblended particles

decreased and as the board density increased.

For the 0-25% experiment, modulus of rupture was signifi-

cantly related to screen fraction at the 90% confidence level, and to

ratio of unblended particles and board density at 95% confidence.

Modulus of rupture was found to increase as the screen fraction size

of the particles increased, as the ratio of unblended decreased, and

as the board density increased.

For the 0-25% experiment, modulus of elasticity was found

to be statistically insignificant for its relationship with screen frac-

tion and ratio of unblended particles, and to be significant for board

density, with values increasing with increase in density.

For the 0-25% experiment, linear expansion was insignifi-

cantly related to with which screen fraction was unblended, and

significantly related to the ratio of the unblended particles and the

board density. Linear expansion was found to decrease with

72
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increasing board density.

For the 0-50% experiment, where the wood furnish was

separated into ju.st two fractions, internal bond was found to be sig-

nificantly related to screen fraction, ratio of unblended particles, and

board density. The unblended fines at the 50% ratio provided dramati-

cally lower M values than the unblended coarse, whereas in the 9 and

17 percent ratios the unblended fines gave slightly higher values than

the coarse. M was found to increase as the ratio of unblended

decreased and the board density increased.

For the 0-50% experiment, modulus of rupture was signifi-

cantly related to screen fraction, to ratio of unblended particles, and

to board density. MOR tended to show little difference in screen

fraction and ratio at the 9 and 17 percent ratio levels, however the

50% unblended ratio of fines showed a, dramatic decrease in MOR.

MOR increased as board density increased.

For the 0-50% experiment, the modulus of elasticity was

significantly related to screen fraction, ratio of unblended particles,

and board density. Screen fraction and ratio of unblended showed

only a small difference at the 9 and 17 percent ratio, however, when

all the fines were unblended (the 50 percent ratio) the MOE decreased

for the 36 and 43 pounds per cubic foot boards and showed no differ-

ence for the 50 pounds per cubic foot boards when compared to the

unblended coarse particles.
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For the 0-50% experiment, linear expansion was related to

screen fraction at the 90% confidence level, and to ratio of unblended

particles and board density. Linear expansion tended to decrease

when the fines were blended, the ratio of unblended particles de-

creased, and the board density increased.

Resin spread rate based on relative surface area was 5.9

times greater for the +12-mesh (Tyler) fraction than for the -32-mesh

(Tyler) fraction, apparently contradicting the "fines rob resin" theory.

The +12-mesh fraction represented 18 percent of the furnish by

weight, 4 percent of the surface area, and 5 percent of the total num-

ber of particles, whereas the -32-mesh fraction represented 36 per-

cent of the furnish by weight, 70 percent of the surface area, and 72

percent of the total number of particles.

In the 0-50% experiment, the coarse particles (+20-mesh

Tyler) represented 38 percent of the furnish by weight, 12 percent

of the surface area, and 12 percent of the total number of particles.

The fines (-20-mesh Tyler) represented 62 percent of the furnish by

weight, 88 percent of the surface area, and 88 percent of the total

number of particles.

Obtaining optimum resin distribution in commercial

blenders means that for a 43 # per cubic foot board, the industry may

be able to meet internal bond commercial standards (CS 236-66 Type

1B1) by not blending 50 percent (or less) of the total furnish as long
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as the variation in the commercial blender is no greater than that of

the laboratory blender.

12. Optimum bonding conditions in particleboard may occur

by evening out the relative spread rates between the various fractions;

resin should be applied based lapon the surface area contained in that

fraction.

Recommendatiorls

Resin efficiency of blending systems may be improved by

ensuring a more even resin distribution on the basis of surface area

of the particles and not solely by resin applied on an oven-dry weight

basis. This could possibly be accomplished by using blenders in

parallel.

The next area of study in resin distribution and resin efficiency

should now be to determine how varying the relative spread rates

between fractions within a board affects strength properties in par-

ticleboard. This information will provide indt,istry with a valuable

tool as to how best to increase the efficiency of their blending

systems.
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APPENDICES



Table A-1. Analysis of Variance for IB in the 0-25% Experiment

Source SS DF MS F -Ratio SignificanceCritical
Fraction 44.97 3 14.99 0.71 2.85

4.33 N. S.

3.24Ratio 11560. 05 2 5780.03 274.07 5.20
3.24Density 84073. 05 2 42036.53 1993.20 5.20

**

2. 35Frac*Ratio 299.05 6 49.84 2.36 3.31
*

2.35Frac*Density 223.27 6 37,21 1.76 3.31 N. S.

Den.s*Ratio 317.34 4 79.34 3.76 2.62
3. 85

*

2.01
Frac*Rat*Dens 402.24 12 33.52 1.59 2,68 N. S.

4.. 09Control vs. Other 534.29 1 534.29 25.33 7.33
**

3.24DensflControl vs. Other) 107,29 2 53.65 2.54 5.20 N. S.

Error 822.51 39 21.09



Table A-2. Analysis of Variance for IB in the 0-50% Experiment

Source SS DF MS F -Ratio Critical Significance

Fraction 1057.33 1 1057.33 58.50 4.32 **
8. 02

Ratio 32060. 43 2 16030.22 886.98 3.47
5.78

**

Density 27569. 76 a 13784. 88 762,74 3.47
;14*

5. 78

Frac*Ratio 5069. 16 2 2534. 58 140.24 3.47
5, 78

Frac*Density 76.72 2 38.36 2.12 3,47
N. S.5. 78

Dens*Ratio 1230.74 4 307.69 17.03 2.84
4.37

**

Frac*Rat*Dens 213.43 4 53.36 2.95 2,84
4.37

*

4.32Control vs. Other 4586. 68 1 4586.68 253.79 8.02
**

3.47Dens*(Control vs. Other) 285.51 2 142.76 7.90 5. 78

Error 379.53 21 18.07



Table A-3. Analysis of Variance for MOR in the 0-25% Experiment

Source SS DF MS F -Ratio Critical Significance

Fraction 89563. 82 3 29854.61 3.43 2.85
4. 33

*

3.24Ratio 98420. 78 2 49210. 39 5.66 5.20
**

3.24Density 16302490. 86 2 8151245. 43 937.48 5.20
**

2.35F rac*Ratio 48319.22 6 8053.20 0.93 3.31 N. S.

Frac*Density 95400. 14 6 15900. 02 1. 83
2.35
3.31 N. S.

Dens*Ratio 2158. 14 4 539.54 0. 06
2.62
3.85 N. S.

2.01
Frac*Rat*Dens 140618. 19 12 11718. 18 1.35 2.68 N. S.

Control vs. Other 1842.18 1 1842.18 0, 21 4.09
7. 33

N. S.

3.24
Dens*(Control vs. Other) 5104.53 2 2552.27 0.29 5.20 N. S.

Error 339099. 63 39 8494.86



Table A-4. Analysis of Variance for MOR in the 0-50% Experiment

Source SS DF MS F -Ratio Critical Significance

4.32Fraction 146178.78 1 146178.78 20.16 8.02
**

3.47Ratio 292230.72 2 146115.36 20.15 5.78
**

3.47Density 9044020.72 2 4522010.36 623.50 5.78
**

3.47Frac*Ratio 300005.39 2 150002.70 20,68 5.78
**

3.47Frac*Density 15698.72 2 7849.36 1.08 5.78
**

Dens*Ratio 36564.11 4 9141.03 1.26 2.84
4.37 N. S.

Frac*Rat*Dens 77915.11 4 19478.78 2.69 2.84
4.37 N. S.

4.32Control vs. Other 9-6683.11 1 96683.11 13.33 8.02
**

Dens* (Control vs. Other) 50014.06 2 25007.03 3.45 3.47
5.78 N. S.

Error 152305.54 21 7252.64



Table A-5. Analysis of Variance for MOE in the 0-25% Experiment

Source SS DF MS F -Ratio Critical Significance

Fraction 547833121 3 182611040 1.24 2.85
4.33 N. S.

Ratio 381296206 2 190648103 1.29 3.24
5.20 N. S.

Density 379753167800 189876583900 1288.20 3.24 **
5.20

Frac*Ratio 860892110 6 143482018 0.97 2.35
3.31 N. S.

Frac*Density 2067593832 6 344598972 2.34 2.35
3.31 N. S.

Dens*Ratio 290796918 4 72699230 0.49 2.62
3. 85 N. S.

2.01
Frac*Rat*Dens 2335579931 12 194631661 1.32 2.68 N. S.

4. 09Control vs: Other 106578563 1 106578563 0. 72 7.33 N. S.

3.24Dens*(Control vs. Other) 121101319 2 60550660 0.41 5.20 N. S.

Error 5748490510 39 147397193



Table A-6. Analysis of Variance for 1°40E in the 0-50% Experiment

Source SS DF MS F -Ratio Critical Significance

Fraction 846519025 1 846519025 8.97 4.32
8.02

Ratio 1903581251 951790626 10.09 3.47 **
5.78

Density 210384496100 105192248000 1114.82 3.47 **
5.78

Frac*Ratio 996260980 2 498130490 5.28 3.47
5.78

Frac*Density 430002729 2 215001365 2.28 3.47
5.78 N. S.

Dens*Ratio 1427043977 4 356760994 3.78 2.84
4.37

Frac*Rat*Dens 923125441 4 230781360 2.45 2.84
4.37 N. S.

Control vs. Other 160016745 1 160016745 1.70 4.32
8.02 N. S.

Dens*(Control vs. Other) 281927854 2 140963927 1.49 3.47
5.78 N. S.

Error 1981512800 21 94357752



Table A-7. Analysis of Variance for LE in the 0-25% Experiment

Source SS DF MS F -Ratio F
Critical Significance

Fraction 0.003266 3 0.001089 2.67 2.85
4.33 N. S.

Ratio 0.007253 2 0.003627 8.89 3.24 **
5.20

Density 0.057388 2 0.028_694 70.34 3.24 **5.20

Frac*Ratio 0.005069 0.000845 2.07 2.35
3.31 N. S.

Frac*Density 0.001976 6 0.000329 0.81 2.35
3.31 N. S.

2.62Dens*Ratio 0.005322 4 0.001331 3.26 3.85

2. 01Frac*Rat*Dens 0.004786 12 0.000399 0.98 2.68 N. S.

Control vs. Other 0.006887 1 0.006887 16.88 409.

7.33
**

3.24Dens*(Control vs. Other) 0.002173 2 0.001087 2.67 5.20 N. S.

Error 0.015909 39 0.000408



Table A-8. Analysis of Variance for LE in the 0-50% Experiment

Source SS DF MS F -Ratio Critical Significance

Fraction 0.002288 1 0.002288 6.88 4.32 *
8.02

Ratio 0.015526 2 0.007763 23,35 3.47 **
5.78

Density 0,044170 2 0.022085 66.43 3.47 **
5.78

Frac*Ratio 0.003441 2 0.001721 5.18 3.47 *
5.78

Frac*Density 0.001114 2 0.000557 1.68 3.47
5.78 N. S.

Dens*Ratio 0.004517 4 0.001129 3.40 2.84
4.37

Frac*Rat*Dens 0.001304 4 0.000326 0.98 2.84
4.37 N. S.

Control vs, Other 0.006471 1 0.006471 19.46 4.32 **
8.02

Dens*(Control vs. Other) 0.000178 2 0.000089 0.27 3.47
5.78 N. S.

Error 0.006982 21 0.000332



APPENDIX B

DUNCAN'S THEORY OF NORMAL RESIN DISTRIBUTION

Duncan (1974) developed a theory on normal resin distribution

in particleboard which predicts that resin distribution will parallel

surface area distribution. A method was devised for calculating the

relative surface area and relative number of particles based upon the

size of the screen openings and the weight of the furnish on the screen.

The columns from Table 21 were derived in the following manner:

2M + 6M
1Avq (Area per Unit Vol.) = (M + )NI +

1 q c M(M + Mq 1 q)

where M1 = mesh opening, cm. preceding screen except for
coarsest screen where preceding screen
M = (Mc x 2)

1

Mc = mesh opening, cm. coarsest screen in analysis

M mesh opening, cm. of screen in question except
material in pan which can be assumed to be M /2

RPv (relative particle volume) = Mg/Mc

where M = mesh in question and one on which particles are
retained cm. /lin. in.

Mc = coarsest mesh employed in analysis, cm. /lin. in.

R. S. A. (relative surface area) = %S.Af x Avq

where %SAf = surface area (%) of the fraction in question

RNP (relative number of particles ) = %SAf x l/RPv
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